










 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT 1 
 



DISTRICT COURT, CITY AND COUNTY 
OF DENVER, COLORADO 

1437 Bannock Street 

Denver, CO 80208 

 

 

Plaintiffs: Colorado Common Cause and 
Colorado Ethics Watch 

 

v.  

 

Defendants: Scott Gessler, in his 
capacity as Colorado Secretary of State 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COURT USE ONLY  

 

Case Number: 2011CV4164 

Courtroom: 414 

 

 

ORDER 

 

 

This matter is before the Court on Complaint for Judicial Review of Agency 

 ), and ask this Court to hold unlawful and set aside the  

action adopting Rule 4.27, and/or declare the Rule unlawful and void under C.R.C.P. 57.  

In addition to reviewing the pleadings, the agency record, and legal authorities, the 

Court held oral arguments on November 8, 2011, and it now enters the following Order.   

I. Standard of Review 

In reviewing a determination made by an administrative body, the reviewing court may 

agency acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner, (2) made a determination that is 

unsupported by the evidence in the record, (3) erroneously interpreted the law, or (4) 

exceeded its constitutional or statutory authority.  C.R.S. § 24-4-106(7); Ohlson v. Weil, 

953 P.2d 939, 941 (Colo. App. 1997).    

II. Analysis 

Plaintiffs bring several challenges to Rule 4.27.  The threshold issue, however, is 

whether the Secretary of State exceeded his authority in promulgating Rule 4.27.  The 

Court only will consider the challenges to the substance of Rule 4.27 in conjunction with 

whether the promulgation of the Rule was within the Secret  
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A. Whether  

Article XXVIII, § 9(1)(b) of the Colorado Constitution, authorizes the Secretary to 

administer and enforce any provision of this 

[campaign and political finance] article .  (Emphasis added.)  The Secretary contends 

that Rule 4.27 was promulgated so as to administer the campaign finance laws in 

compliance with Sampson v. Buescher, 625 F.3d 1247 (10th Cir. 2010).  The Secretary 

asserts that Sampson -45-108(1)-(3)] as 

applied to issue committees because the reporting thresholds were too low, thereby 

imposing a significant [and unconstitutional] burden on issue committees . . . .  

Answer Br. 4.)   In addressing these assertions, the Court will examine several 

components of the R  

Amendment 27 and § 1-45-108. 

The Court begins by analyzing the plain language of the constitutional provision Rule 

4.27 purports to administer.  Passed by Colorado voters in 2002, Amendment 27  now 

Article XXVIII of the Colorado Constitution  created a comprehensive campaign and 

political finance system applicable to state elections.  It is true that, as noted by 

Sampson, the Amendment was presented to, and adopted by, the electorate out of a 

for corruption and the appearance of corruption; [and] that large campaign 

contributions made to influence election outcomes allow wealthy individuals, 

corporations, and special interest groups to exercise a disproportionate level of 

influence over the political process. Art. XXVIII, § 1.  The Amendment, however, did 

more than focus only on large dollar amounts. 

In general, Article XXVIII sets forth specific disclosure requirements for election 

 

any person, other than a natural person, or any group of two or more 

persons, including natural persons: (i) [t]hat has a major purpose of 

supporting any ballot issue or ballot questions; [and] (II) [t]hat has 

accepted or made contributions or expenditures in excess of two hundred 

dollars to support or oppose any ballot issue or ballot question. 

Art. XXVIII, § 2(10)(a).  This constitutional amendment also requires that issue 

committees deposit monetary contributions into a separate account.  Art. XXVIII, 

§ (3)(9). Additionally, pursuant to the Colorado Fair Campaign Practices Act (the 

, issue committees must register with the appropriate officer 

(i.e., the Secretary) and report the name and address of any person who 

contributes twenty dollars or more, as well as expenditures made and obligations 

incurred.  Section 1-45-108.      
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Article XXVIII contains a private enforcement provision, permitting 

who believes that a violation of [certain enumerated sections of Article XXVIII or 

of the Campaign Act] . . . [to]   

Art. XXVIII, § 9(2)(a).  Meanwhile, the Campaign Act directs the Secretary to 

-45-111.5. 

Sampson 

In November of 2010, the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals issued its decision in Sampson 

v. Buescher, 625 F.3d 1247 (10th Cir. 2010), which involved a constitutional challenge to 

sue committees.  In Sampson, the plaintiffs 

opposed the annexation to the town of Parker of their small neighborhood in 

unincorporated Douglas County.  Id. at 1249.  In support of their cause, the plaintiffs 

received monetary contributions and in-kind donations totaling more than $200.00 

(but well under $1,000.00).  Id.  Although having met the constitutional definition of an 

issue committee, plaintiffs failed to register as required by § 1-45-108(1).  Supporters of 

the annexation then filed a written complaint with the Secretary under the private 

enforcement provision of Article XXVIII, § 9(2)(a).  Id. at 1251.  The plaintiffs later filed 

suit in the U.S. District Court for Colorado, alleging that the law regulating ballot-issue 

committees violated the First Amendment -enforcement 

provision unconstitutionally chills free speech; (2) the registration and disclosure 

requirements unconstitutionally burden the constitutional rights to free speech and 

association; and (3) the disclosure requirements violate the right to anonymous speech 

Id. at 1253.       

The court subjected id. at 

1261, in holding that 

unconstitutiona . Id. 

at 1254.  The court partially based its decision on A

of $782.02 for signs, a banner, postcards, and postage as an exercise of a 

Id. (quoting Art. XXVIII, § 1).  

The co

freedom of association approaches or exceeds the value of their financial contributions 

to their political effort; and the governmental interest in imposing those regulations is 

Id. at 1261.  

Thus, [t]here is virtually no proper governmental interest in 

imposing disclosure requirements on ballot-initiative committees that raise and expend 

so little money, and that limited interest cannot justify the burden that those 

Id. at 1249.  However, the court further 
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-issue committee 

cannot be required to report contributions and expenditures.  . . .  We say only that 

Id. at 1261.  

Obviously, the holding in Sampson presented the Secretary with a conundrum, which he 

attempted to address through the rulemaking at issue here.  It 

contention that Sampson 

requirements in circumstances where the burden of reporting and disclosure 

Sampson applies to reporting and 

disclosure requirements for all issue committees in ballot issue or ballot question 

elections.  Without Rule 4.27, Colorado would not have any constitutionally-acceptable 

 

 of Sampson intent and impact.  

As noted throughout the opinion, Sampson is an as-applied decision.  625 F.3d at 1249, 

1254, 1259, and 1261.  It therefore does not invalidate either Article XXVIII, § 

2(10)(a)(2) or § 1-45-108(1)(a)(i), except in like situations.  See Sanger v. Dennis, 148 

statute may not be applied in the future in a similar context, but the statute is not 

 (emphasis added).  Thus, even without Rule 4.27, 

remain applicable [s] Sampson.   

The Secretary appears to concede that, if the Court disagrees with his interpretation of 

Sampson

further explanation is needed.      

Rulemaking Process 

Sampson, the Secretary (then Bernie 

Buescher,  and the named-defendant in that case) 

commenced a rule-

that triggers the requirement for an issue committee to register and file disclosure 

Proposed Rule 4.27 (issued December 10, 2010).  The Preliminary Draft of Proposed 

in Sampson v. Buescher, Nos. 08-1389, 08-1415 (10th Cir. 2010), the $200 amount 

specified in Article XXVIII, section 2(10)(a) of the Colorado Constitution and section 1-

45-   (Brackets in original.)  An initial hearing was 

held on January 26, 2011 (by which time, Defendant Gessler had taken office), at which 

representatives for both plaintiffs were present and provided testimony.  At the 

conclusion of the hearing, the Secretary took the matter under advisement.   
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On March 30, 2011, the Secretary released a Notice of Second Rulemaking Hearing; a 

Revised Draft of Proposed Rules; and a Revised Proposed Statement of Basis, Purpose, 

.  Among other 

changes, the revised draft of the rule increased the dollar amount to $5,000.00, and 

exempted issue committees from any of the requirements of Article XXVIII and the 

Campaign Act until the issue committee has accepted $5,000.00 or more in 

contributions or made expenditures of $5,000.00 or more during an election cycle.   In 

support of this changes the contribution 

and expenditure threshold that triggers enforcement of the requirement for an issue 

committee to register and file disclosure reports, in order to provide guidance in light of 

the ruling of the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals in Sampson Revised Proposed 

Statement at 1 (emphasis added).  In support of the new $5,000.00 amount, the 

expenditures of the Plaintiffs in the Sampson at 2.  

For his rulemaking authority, the Secretary cited to Article XXVIII, § 9(1)(b) and 

sections 1-1-107(2)(a) and 1-45-111.5(1), each of which authorize the Secretary to 

prom  

 Another hearing was held on May 3, 2011, at which Plaintiff Common Cause again 

presented testimony.  Plaintiff Ethics Watch did not attend the hearing, but did timely-

submit a letter in opposition to the rule.   

On May 13, 2011, the Secretary released a Notice of Adoption of an amended version of 

Rule 4.27.  The adopted Rule was somewhat different from the Revised Proposed Rule, 

but retained the $5,000.00 thresholds and the language exempting issue committees 

from constitutional and statutory reporting requirements prior to reaching that amount.  

The Secretary provided no new basis or authority for the rulemaking.  Thereafter, on 

June 6, 2011, Plaintiffs instituted the present action. 

 

In asking this Court to set aside Rule 4.27, Plaintiffs 

simple enforcement and administration of the campaign finance laws by reinterpreting 

both constitutional and statutory provis ening Br. 12) (emphasis added).  

Plaintiffs contend that the Secretary lacks the authority to adopt Rule 4.27 because it is 

inconsistent with Article XXVIII and the reporting requirements of the Campaign Act.  

The Court agrees on both points

Rule; the Rule actually rewrites and thereby amends Article XXVIII.   

T

rulemaking is limited to promulgating rules to enforce and administer the election laws.  

Art. XXVIII, § 9(1)(b); §§ 1-1-107(2)(a) and 1-45-111.5(1).  Generally, reviewing courts 
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defer to the views of administrative agencies that are authorized to administer and 

enforce particular laws, unless they are arbitrary or capricious, unsupported by the 

evidence, or contrary to law.  Williams v. Teck, 113 P.3d 1255, 1257 (Colo. App. 2005).  

 

they are a reasonable construction consistent with public policy.  Coffman v. Colo. 

Common Cause, 102 P.3d 999, 1005 (Colo. 2004).   

In determining the limit of the S

laws, the Court finds Sanger v. Dennis, 148 P.3d 404 (Colo. App. 2006), instructive.  

Sanger involved a labor union and others challenging 

rule that would force unions to get written permission from their members before using 

dues or contributions to fund political campaigns.  The rule at issue in Sanger purported 

the term member  in the context of Article XXVIII, § 2(5)(b) as a person who 

pays dues to a membership organization and who gives written permission for his or her 

dues to be use Id. at 408.  The plaintiffs sought injunctive relief 

from the district court, arguing among other things, that the Secretary exceeded her 

rulemaking authority in enacting the rule.  Id. at 407.  

then undefined in Article XXVIII, the Secretary asserted that she properly adopted the 

rule defining the term pursuant to Article XXVIII, § 9, which requires her to promulgate 

rules necessary to administer and enforce any provision of that Article.  Id. at 408-09.  

The trial court granted the preliminary injunction, finding that the plaintiffs had shown 

II, was 

inconsistent with its purposes, and was not in accord with the intent of those who 

adopted it.  Id. at 413. 

In affirming the preliminary injunction, the Court of Appeals agreed with the trial 

supported by the text of Article 

XXVIII.  Sanger

effort to define the term.  It can be read to effectively add, to modify, and to conflict 

with the constitutional provision by imposing Sanger, 148 P.3d at 413 

(emphasis added)

Sanger

plaintiffs have demonstrated a reasonable probability of success in challenging the 

Sanger, 148 P.3d at 413.   

Likewise, this Court concludes that the exceeded 

his authority.  First, like the rule at issue in Sanger, Rule 4.27 adds to, modifies, and 

conflicts with the constitutional provision it purports to enforce and administer.  The 

plain language of Article XXVIII, § 2(10)(a)(II), 

person, other than a natural person, or any group of two or more persons, including 
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natural persons . . . [t]hat has accepted or made contributions or expenditures in excess 

of two hundred dollars to su Thus, 

the constitutional definition of issue committee is based, in part, on a dollar amount.  In 

turn, § 1-45-108 mandates specific requirements for all constitutionally-defined issue 

committees (i.e., all entities and groups that have raised or spent more than $200 to 

support or oppose a ballot measure).  Changing the dollar amount necessarily changes 

the constitutional definition.     

Rule 4.27 redefines which issue committees are subject to constitutional and statutory 

requirements: 

Article XXVIII of the Colorado Constitution or Article 45 of Title 1, C.R.S., until the issue 

committee has accepted $5,000 or more in contributions or made expenditures of 

$5,000 or mo In so doing, the Rule not only conflicts with, 

but abrogates, existing constitutional and statutory requirements.  

desire to provide guidance in light of Sampson is understandable, perhaps even 

admirable given that First Amendment rights are at stake, it is simply not allowable 

given his authority.  Because the Secretary is not empowered to promulgate rules that 

add to, modify, or conflict with constitutional provisions, the promulgation and 

adoption of Rule 4.27 exceeded his authority.  

Further support for the C

provisions at issue.  In bestowing upon the Secretary the right and obligation to enforce 

and administer campaign finance provisions, both the constitution and statutes 

See, e.g., Art. XXVIII, § 9 

(listing enforcement duties of the Secretary); § 10 (defining various sanctions available 

egarding same); § 1-45-111.5 (listing both 

enforcement and sanction duties of the Secretary).  These provisions do not include 

allowing the Secretary to amend the definitions contained in the constitution.   

The Court notes that, from the outset, the Secretary had reason to know he potentially 

was exceeding his powers.  Several of the letters submitted in response to the notices of 

proposed.  For example, the Secretary received a letter from an attorney requesting the 

Secretary to explain in the rule or accompanying notice how the Secretary may 

the specified, quite limited authority for changing of contribution limits as set forth in 

Article XXVIII, 

XXVIII, sec. 14 of the Colorado Constitution, which expressly provides that a successful, 

as-applied challenge does not invalidate any other application of these provisions of the 

Cons Letter from Mark G. Grueskin to the Honorable Scott Gessler (May 6, 

2011).  Nothing in the record demonstrates that the Secretary addressed these concerns 

prior to adopting the rule.      
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Further, enactment of the Rule disregards other aspects of Article XXVIII that 

specifically address the effect of as-applied challenges: 

or the applications thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity 

shall not affect other provisions or applications of the article which can be given effect 

Sampson held that the 

portion of Article XXVIII requiring issue committees to register after raising or 

spending $200 was invalid as applied to plaintiffs therein.  Had the Tenth Circuit 

intended its ruling in Sampson to have a broader application, it presumably would have 

analyzed the severability of the offending provision.  

State PAC v. Davidson, 236 F.3d 1174, 1194-96 (10th Cir. 2000) (analyzing the 

could not be narrowly applied).  Such an analysis likely would have led the court to 

further consider the need for  ultimately and expressly chose not 

to draw.  Sampson, 625 F.3d at 1261.  Here, the Secretary could not do what the Tenth 

Circuit declined to do, i.e., draw a bright line, while ignoring the severability clause.  

Otherwise, he has broadly invalidated a provision of the Article without giving 

consideration to ,  as required by Section 14.   

Additionally, Rule 4.27 does not achieve ] 

uncertainty about registration and disclosure requirements in light of the ruling of the 

Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals in Sampson v. Buescher Instead, -

writing of the constitutional thresholds fails to resolve a number of issues raised by 

Sampson.  For example, for an issue committee to know when it has reached the new 

$5,000.00 thresholds, it must keep track of all contributions and expenditures 

occurring prior to that point.  Yet d would be 

unconstitutionally burdensome.  Similarly, why should the first $4,999.99 be exempt 

from reporting requirements as unconstitutionally burdensome, but reporting the next 

$1.00, $500, or $5,000.00, is not?  At the other end of the spectrum, the Sampson court 

made clear that the $200 threshold did not present an unconstitutional burden in all 

involving the expenditure of tens of millions of dollars on ballot issues presenting 

Sampson, 625 F.3d at 1261 (citing Cal. Pro-Life Council, 

Inc. v. Getman, 328 F.3d 1088, 1105 (9th cir. 2003)).  Presumably then, the Tenth 

Circuit would have upheld the issue committee provision in such an instance, i.e., when 

the first $200 contributed or expended is part of a much greater amount.  In contrast, 

-

million dollar campaign.  Yet, who spends the first dollars on an issue campaign could 

be extremely important to the electorate.   

Finally, the Sampson court was concerned with more than just the limited amount of 

contributions and expenditures involved in that case.  For instance, the Sampson court 

expressed concern for the cost of defending against sanctions when a small dollar 
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amount was involved.  T

Id. at 1260.  

And, 

comparable to, if not exceed, the $782.02 that had been contributed by that time to the 

anti- Id. at 1260.  The Secretary, being 

empowered to impose sanctions for violations and to streamline the registration 

process, might have implemented rules that addressed these concerns.  Or, he might 

have promulgated a rule that allowed for waivers, on an as-applied basis, consistent 

with Sampson.  This Court, of course, is not abstractly endorsing any such rules.  

Rather, the Court finds determinative that Rule 4.27 focuses on changing the 

contribution and expenditure amounts contained in the constitution.   In doing so, the 

Secretary went beyond his authority. 

Again, the Court recognizes the difficult situation faced by the Secretary, and attributes 

nothing but well-intentioned motivations to his actions.  Nevertheless, the Rule is 

hereby set aside.     

B.  

The Secretary has asserted a counterclaim seeking a declaration from this Court that 

Sampson v. Buescher, the definition of issue committee 

is unenforceable unless and until the General Assembly enacts a statute, or the Secretary 

promulgates a rule, that establishes a minimum level of contributions or expenditures 

that triggers the formation of an issue comm

interpretation of Sampson is fundamentally    

may not be applied in the future in a similar context, but the statute is not rendered 

Sanger, 148 P.3d at 410.  Here, the Sampson 

was an as-

unconstitutional to impose [the financial burden of state elections regulations] on 

625 F.3d at 1261.  See also 

article or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such 

invalidity shall not affect other . . . applications of the article which can be given effect 

Thus, the definition of issue 

committee is enforceable, except in similar contexts to Sampson, 

promulgation of a rule establishing new minimum levels of contributions.   

The Court also authority to bring this counterclaim against 

these defendants.  It  them 

declared unenforceable.  And, such actions are properly brought against the state 

(usually against the Secretary, or alternatively, the Governor), and not against private 
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parties such as Plaintiffs.  However, given the C Sampson, these 

issues need not be decided. 

T  

III.  Conclusion 

 

 

Dated this 17th day of November, 2011.   

BY THE COURT 
         

 

 
        A. Bruce Jones 
        District Court Judge 
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Committee on Legal Services

FROM: Bob Lackner, Office of Legislative Legal Services

RE: Rules of the Secretary of State, Department of State, concerning

campaign and political finance, 8 CCR 1505-6 (LLS Docket No.

110370; SOS Tracking No. 2011-00286).

STATUTORY REVIEW:

Pursuant to the provisions of section 24-4-103, C.R.S., the Office of

Legislative Legal Services has examined the above-referenced rules to

determine whether they are within the rule-making authority of the Secretary

of State (hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary"). Under the provisions of

section 24-4-103 (8) (c) (I), C.R.S., these rules are scheduled to expire on May

15, 2012, unless the General Assembly acts by bill to postpone such expiration.

RULES EXAMINED:

The rules examined by this office are rules of the Secretary concerning

campaign and political finance.

The rules were adopted by the Secretary on a permanent basis on June 29,

2011. The Attorney General issued an opinion on the rules on July 12, 2011,

and the rules were submitted to the Office of Legislative Legal Services on

July 12, 2011.

CONCLUSIONS:



Currently, section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S., requires that candidate

committees, political committees, issue committees, and political parties

("covered entities") report their campaign contributions and expenditures on

the first Monday in July and on each Monday every 2 weeks thereafter before

the primary election. Rule 5.13 effectively repeals this statutory requirement.

Accordingly, Rule 5.13 conflicts with the statute. 

We therefore recommend that Rule 5.13 of the rules of the Secretary of

State concerning campaign and political finance governing biweekly

reporting of campaign contribution and expenditure information not be

extended.

ANALYSIS:

Rule 5.13 conflicts with section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S.

The text of Rule 5.13 reads as follows:

5.13 The requirement of section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S., to

file reports of contributions and expenditures biweekly rather

than monthly beginning in July before the primary election, was

rendered infeasible by the enactment of Senate Bill 11-189,

which moved the date of the primary election from August to

June. Therefore, monthly filing as required by section 1-45-108

(2) (a) (I) (C), C.R.S., remains applicable through the primary

election and until biweekly reporting begins in September before

the November election as required by section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I)

(D), C.R.S.  

 

Section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S., requires that covered entities report

their campaign contributions and expenditures on the first Monday in July and

on each Monday every 2 weeks thereafter before the primary election. Section

1-45-108 (2) (a) (I), C.R.S., is attached hereto as Addendum "A". Without

explicitly overruling the statutory provision, Rule 5.13 states that this

requirement was rendered infeasible by the provisions of Senate Bill 11-189,

which moved the primary election from August to June. Section 1 of Senate

Bill 11-189 amended the definition of primary election as follows:

SECTION 1.  1-1-104 (32), Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended to

read:

1-1-104.  Definitions. As used in this code, unless the context otherwise

requires:

(32)  "Primary election" means the election held on the second Tuesday
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of August in LAST TUESDAY IN JUNE OF each even-numbered year.

Rule 5.13 replaces the statutory requirement of biweekly reporting from July

through August (in accordance with section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S.)

with a new requirement that covered entities undertake monthly reporting

beginning the sixth month before the general election (in accordance with

section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (C), C.R.S.) to be supplemented by the biweekly

reporting that commences in September before the general election (in

accordance with section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (D), C.R.S.). In so doing, Rule

5.13 contravenes section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S., by effectively

repealing it and eliminating biweekly reporting of campaign finance

information before the primary election. Moreover, the statute and the Rule

may not be read in such a way as to eliminate this conflict. No rule may be

adopted that conflicts with other provisions of law. See section 24-4-103 (4)

(b) (IV), C.R.S. 

Statutory changes are within the plenary power of the General Assembly. In

this case, the determination as to when campaign finance disclosure should be

made in advance of a particular election is a policy decision requiring

legislative action.

The Secretary's rulemaking authority is limited to administering and enforcing

rules to implement the policy choices made by other constitutionally

empowered decision makers in the governmental process. Here, by

promulgating Rule 5.13, the Secretary has improperly created new policy on

a very controversial issue affecting the disclosure of campaign and political

finance reports in the absence of any direction from the General Assembly to

do so. 

In connection with the enactment of Senate Bill 11-189, the General Assembly

elected not to change the statutory biweekly reporting requirement at the time

it moved the date of the primary election. Later in the same legislative session,

the General Assembly did consider statutory changes to the reporting

requirements contained in the Fair Campaign Practices Act to accommodate

the change in the date of the primary election enacted in Senate Bill 11-189.

On April 21, 2011, Senator Bob Bacon introduced Senate Bill 11-252,

"Concerning a modification of deadlines in the 'Fair Campaign Practices Act'

governing the reporting of basic campaign finance information."  In general,

the introduced version of the bill modified certain deadlines in subparagraph

1-45-108 (2) (a) (I), C.R.S., to accommodate the change in the date of the

primary election resulting from Senate Bill 11-189. Specifically, the bill

repealed sub-subparagraph 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S., the biweekly

reporting requirement at issue here, and made other changes to the deadlines
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specified in subparagraph (I).

However, the sponsor, the Department of State, and other interested parties

were not able to reach agreement on a modified disclosure schedule. On May

2, 2011, the bill was postponed indefinitely at the request of Senator Bacon.

The General Assembly's failure to enact legislation to address a perceived

conflict among statutory provisions provides no authorization for the Secretary

to unilaterally decide the issue by rule.

Without a specific delegation, the Secretary lacks the authority to assume the

legislature's policymaking role and, accordingly, has exceeded his rulemaking

authority. The substantive policy decision is the prerogative of the General

Assembly. The introduction of, and subsequent discussions concerning, Senate

Bill 11-252 make clear the strong interest of the General Assembly in the

underlying policy choices governing the frequency of campaign finance

disclosure in advance of various elections. By promulgating Rule 5.13 without

authority from the General Assembly, the Secretary has improperly assumed

the policymaking role that belongs to the legislative branch of our government

under our constitutional structure. No authority exists for the Secretary to make

this policy decision by rule. 

In the Statement of Basis, Purpose, and Specific Statutory Authority that the

Secretary provided in support of the promulgation of Rule 5.13, he argues that

Rule 5.13 is necessary because the current observance of section 1-45-108 (2)

(a) (I) (B), C.R.S., with its biweekly reporting requirements commencing in

July and concluding in the middle of the following May resulting from the

enactment of Senate Bill 11-189, makes no sense in off-year election years as

a result of the change in the date of the primary election.

Nevertheless, the Secretary's rulemaking authority does not lawfully extend to

promulgating rules that supersede statutory requirements in order to avoid

what the Secretary perceives as a conflict among these statutory provisions. In

fact, it is not at all clear that it makes no sense to require biweekly reporting

for the 11-month period from July until the subsequent May even in off-year

election years as would result from the continued implementation of section

1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S.  In connection with the pending election cycle,

many individuals who become candidates in the primary election to be held in

June 2012 will not become candidates until much later than July 2011, and

campaign activity is likely to be slow from July through December of the

present year. As such, it is not clear that the requirement of biweekly reporting

(even in an off-year) imposes any significant regulatory burden on a potential
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filer, at least with respect to the period before candidates typically declare for

office.1

Moreover, events change considerably the closer one gets to the primary

election. By eliminating biweekly disclosure during the weeks immediately

leading up to the primary election, the Rule eliminates disclosure during the

period when it is most critical. In this period, biweekly disclosure is important

because candidates are most likely to be raising and spending money during

this period and the electorate has an increased interest in timely disclosure of

these activities.

Rule 5.13 effectively repeals section 1-45-108 (2) (a) (I) (B), C.R.S. Because

the Rule conflicts with the statute, we recommend that the Rule not be

extended.

     It should be noted that the existing Colorado Secretary of State Rules Concerning Campaign and1

Political Finance require an applicable committee to file a disclosure report for every reporting period,
even if the committee has no activity (donations, expenditures, or contributions) to report during the
reporting period. See Rule 4.18.
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ADDENDUM "A"

1-45-108.  Disclosure - definition.  (2) (a) (I)  Except as provided in
subsections (2.5), (2.7), and (6) of this section, such reports that are required
to be filed with the secretary of state shall be filed:

(A)  Quarterly in off-election years no later than the fifteenth calendar
day following the end of the applicable quarter;

(B)  On the first Monday in July and on each Monday every two weeks
thereafter before the primary election;

(C)  On the first day of each month beginning the sixth full month
before the major election; except that no monthly report shall be required on
the first day of the month in which the major election is held;

(D)  On the first Monday in September and on each Monday every two
weeks thereafter before the major election;

(E)  Thirty days after the major election in election years; and 
(F)  Fourteen days before and thirty days after a special legislative

election held in an off-election year.
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